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"[Everyday Bento] is packed with ideas for fun, delicious lunches."--AlphaMom.comYour kids will
look forward to what's in their lunchbox every single day with the delightful collection of recipes
in Everyday Bento!The bento food movement teaches us that foods can be attractive, nutritious,
fun and delicious all at the same time. Kids love to try foods that bring a smile to their faces, and
will often eat things they wouldn't otherwise try. For example, they'll love an adorable bear cub
made from brown bread, peanut butter and jelly nestled on a bed of blueberries. Cut watermelon
into hearts, and tuck them next to a ham sandwich shaped like ballet slippers for your budding
ballerina. Create building bricks from healthy cheese, carrots and cucumbers--or a hot dog
octopus, swimming across a sea of cucumber. Picky eaters or not, they'll try it!Wendy Thorpe
Copley writes the popular bento blog Wendolonia, which takes the traditional Japanese concept
of bento--a single meal packed at home in a reusable container--and Americanizes it. Using
simple ingredients found in any grocery store, Wendy creates entertaining meals that are sure to
delight even the most finicky eater. Some of the fun and easy bento creations here
include:Princess BentoRock and Roll BentoSnowman BentoButterfly BentoFarm Yard Animals
BentoBesides being great fun to look at, bento lunches are a healthy way to enjoy food while
keeping portions in check. Freshly-prepared lunches packed in portable, reusable bento boxes
are also kind to the environment and easy on the wallet--very important in today's economy.
Everyday Bento teaches you a few simple techniques to make creative lunches, all in a
reasonable time-frame for busy working parents.The 50 bento meals in this cookbook feature
familiar foods with fun themes that will appeal to children and adults alike. Follow the easy step-
by-step instructions to recreate each bento box, or mix and match different elements from the
book to make your own unique creations. Make lunch fun again with Everyday Bento!

"Copley's clear, simple instructions and creative approach will help you produce adorable boxed
lunches with a variety of healthful fresh foods. I'm looking at my cookie cutters, Play-doh tools,
and kitchen containers in a whole new light!" --Heather Gibbs Flett, co-author of The Rookie
Moms Handbook and Stuff Every Mom Should Know"Wendy Thorpe Copley is the Willie Wonka
of school lunches. Her fun, colorful, and whimsical bento lunches are guaranteed to entice even
the pickiest eaters to gobble up a wide array of fruits, vegetables, and whole grains happily. Her
strawberry mice, fish-shaped carrots, and chicks made from hard-cooked eggs are an absolute
feast for the senses." --Liz Weiss, MS, RD, co-author of No Whine with Dinner"Who knew lunch-
packing could be this much fun? Everyday Bento is packed with inspiring ideas that have me
looking forward to packing lunches for my kids! The photos are so delightful--I have a whole new
perspective on what can go into a lunchbox." --Whitney Moss, co-author of The Rookie Moms
Handbook and Stuff Every Mom Should Know"Banish the boring with the following hip lunch



bags, boxes and totes--and get your kids to eat better in the process." --Washington Post"If you
make lunches, you definitely need a copy. If you have picky eaters, you need this book. If you just
like to play with food and make cool things for your kids, you should probably check it out as
well." --HeyJenRenee.com blog"Full of colorful and creative kid's lunch ideas, with easy to follow
step-by-step instructions, Wendy does a beautiful job inspiring beginning and pro cute-lunch-
makers alike." --MakerMama.com blog"Blogger Wendy Copley, author of Everyday Bento: 50
Cute and Yummy Lunches to Go, provides the basics on these packed meals, common in
Japan, where devoted moms will sometimes spend an hour or more transforming rice and
ordinary lunch ingredients into elaborate animals and cartoon characters." --Chicago
Tribune"Everyday Bento will show you how easy it can be to make fun lunches your kids will look
forward to eating every day." --EasyLunchBoxes.com blogAbout the AuthorWendy Thorpe
Copley was introduced to the art of bento when her husband gave her a bento box for
Christmas. Since then, she has packed thousands of bento lunches for her family. She lives in
Northern California with her husband and two sons.
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Pages 5 - 13 are not included in this sample. Pages 20 - 120 are not included in this
sample. 
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Nikki Douglas, “Perfect bentos for American tastes (mostly for kids). I really enjoyed this
cookbook for bento box lunches and it was refreshing to see one devoted to entirely do=able
American lunch staples for kids. All of the lunches are healthy (ingredients can be traded out so
you can customize things for your child) and adorable with most requiring minimal effort. Some
do require a little more planning but i was happy to see that even the most busy parent would be
able to put this together either the night before or early in the morning with little effort. It's kind of
a wonderful thing to take the time to do this for your kid because they will remember it for their
entire lives - how much love you gave them in a simple way. This book is terrific because she
never goes overboard or offers anything too fussy and fiddly (like Nigella Lawson says). The
photos are excellent too. I really enjoyed this and found myself reading it twice in a row because I
loved the ideas and referred back to them almost immediately. I make lunches for myself and my
Mom and was happy to see that there were adult lunches also in the book and most could be
easily adapted to bigger appetites. This is one of the best bento box cookbooks for an American
audience because everything is readily available at your local grocery store and even though it
depends a bit on convenience foods, like I said these can be switched out to essentially
whatever you like. so even health food store patron can use this book! Well done!”

Trina, “Great resource for sprucing up your lunch. I'll be honest, I love bento and I don't pack
lunches for kids. This book is a great resource for adults, too! I especially like the Idea List and
the Foods by Color section - what a great way to quick-pick a lunch! The list includes things I
usually already have in the refrigerator and pantry. Even if you don't have a supply of bento
boxes, you'll see great examples of how to add a little flair to your lunch with the basics, too.The
pictures are fun and descriptions are easy to follow, and the ingredients and equipment list make
it easy to take a quick glance at what you'll need. What I find the most, though, is inspiration -
following a few basic techniques (pack it tightly and neatly) and flipping through the pictures, I
am ready to spruce up boring work lunches! A few items I'm definitely making: a rose from sliced
deli meat, antipasti bento, radish roses, and strawberry hearts.I would recommend this book to
anyone wanting to add interest to their own lunches (or for the kids, too, sure!). You'll learn how
to make packing a bento quick and easy, find a wide variety of examples, and you'll probably
think of some of your own ideas.”

DeLorus Q., “Bento Fun for Everyone!. I love this book because it takes everyday foods like
bread, lunchmeat, fruits and veggies and shows you how to make a beautiful bento. I bought
this as a gift for my daughter who is a very selective eater. She is 13, makes her own lunches
and the directions in this book are easy to follow. The book does recommend a lot of
accessories (like shaped cutters and molds) but that is part of what makes a bento box so
beautiful. I purchased this in addition to bento accessories and found it to be a lovely



accompaniment. This book is appropriate for a child about age 10 to adult. What a wonderful
and creative way to get finicky eaters more interested in a larger variety of foods.”

Lizzie, “My kids are OBSESSED.. First of all, this is a really neat book. A lot of the lunches are
based around "themes" (like animals, holidays, etc.) so even if you don't have the exact items
called for, you can still often use many of the ideas to make cute, healthy lunches.The best part
of this book is that my kids love it. They love to look through it, and often request particular
lunches from it. At this point, they've read and re-read it so many times that it's looking a little
worse for wear, so I'm now ordering two new copies... one for me, and one for them.Highly
recommend this book!”

Kohai, “Beautiful ideas. First of all, this is not really a cookbook. There are hardly any recipes.
But the book shows a ot of wonderful ideas how to arrange und how to decorate your Bento with
detailled pictures to guide the reader.The Bentos featured in this book are all dominated by
western foods. Anybody who wants traditional asian recipes and ideas should look for another
book. This one is ideal for people who search for new ideas to arrange their own und their kid's
food in cute and creative ways.”

Grace Hall, “Bring a ton of fun to packing lunch!. I was so excited to hear that one of my favourite
bloggers was shortly to be publishing a book about bento. I thought it would be great, and I
wasn't disappointed! I knew that it would be full of lovely pictures of bento lunches to inspire me,
and it certainly is, but to make it even better it has step by step instructions for each lunch, with
clear photos showing every step along the way.Other helpful features include a food idea list, a
list of foods by colour (invaluable for helping design a balanced and beautiful lunch) and several
pages introducing basic techniques and tools.I particularly enjoyed this book because it uses
mostly ordinary English/American foods rather than the traditional Japanese foods that you
usually find in bento lunches, making it much more accessible to the standard lunch packer here
in the UK.This book is perfect for beginners and seasoned lunch packers alike - I've been
making bento style lunches myself for nearly two years but I've found plenty of new ideas in the
book to inspire me all over again. If you need to pack lunches for yourself or for your children,
this book is for you. It would make a lovely gift too!”

Carmen Ramona Rosu, “Carmen Ramona. Un libro que me esta ayudando en hacer los más
vistosos y apetecibles almuerzos para mí niña en el colegio. Hasta las profesoras están
tomando fotos a mis almuerzos y se los pasa a otros por su originalidad. Y mi niña, encantada,
como no! Desde luego que te quita de encima tener que pensar cada día en que almuerzo
poner. Muchas gracias y especialmente a Amazon por su profesionalidad como siempre.”

Emily, “Great ideas to keep school lunch fun!. Love this. Really great, accessible ideas. You don't
have to have a ton of time or be a creative genius to replicate the ideas shown, so it's a great



guide to keep lunches fun and interesting.”

LC, “Bento Fun. This book contains some cute lunch box ideas. I purchased it to introduce grand
kids to Bento style lunches. Should be easy and fun for them to help create interesting lunch
treats.”

The book by Irma S. Rombauer has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 168 people have provided feedback.
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